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American drivers spend
over

per year

Source:  AAA; Data  as  of  2022



Annual fatalities from vehicle collisions globally.

Source:  WHO



of us will tragically lose our life in a car crash.

Source: NSC; US Data



Source:  I IHS,  AAA

Vehicles with current camera and radar-based 
ADAS systems experienced collisions in

of pedestrian Automatic Emergency Braking 
scenarios.

, US Data



Estimated annual value of societal harm 
from motor vehicle crashes in the US.

Source:  NHTSA; Data  as  of  2019



Source: Vox, CNN









Visibility

Time
Technology Trigger

Peak of Inflated Expectations

Trough of Disillusionment

Plateau of Productivity

Source: Gartner; Star indicates current estimated position of industry; Estimated timeline by Gartner to Plateau = 5-10 years, not to scale



Luminar: the driver





Enhancing safety Enabling autonomy = 



The New Era begins with 



VOLVO CIRCA 19XX



VOLVO: Synonymous with Safety
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Began working with Luminar in 2017



In 2020, Volvo Cars officially decided to put 
technology on 

in low volume 



By 2021, had selected 
for the EX90



Luminar is the to be:
• Launched on a global production vehicle

• and included as standard equipment





has officially kicked off our 
for Volvo Cars.



This is the first time our 
will begin to

.



Deploying across , , & 
over the .



expects to ship in
the 2nd half of this year

than in our .



2020

Estimated number of 
LiDAR efforts1

Now

LiDAR companies that 
successfully developed 

and delivered

Notes : 1IDTechEx estimated 106 3D LiDAR players as of 2020
Sources: IDTechEx, Forbes

LiDAR industrialized, 
launched & standardized 

for global production



Established a
to enable



Will assemble and 
calibrate LiDAR and 

completes final testing.

| China

Assembles transceiver 
based on design and 

components from Luminar.

| Thailand

Assembles and 
calibrates LiDAR and 

completes final testing.

| Mexico



Luminar now awarded on 
.

Note: See most  recent  10-K f i led with SEC for more deta i ls  on awarded commercia l  programs





Source: S&P Global; Percentages represent forecasted light vehicle production by powertrain 





1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s 2020s
Note:  Gradient shading indicates introduction to 
standardization of technology





Global Head of 
Property & Casualty Solutions

Swiss Re



The accidents database is based on accidents 
statistics with vehicle years of exposure and

.

The results of safety testing with Luminar technology:

Up to in frequency of

Of the accidents that still happen, 



not just for enabling autonomous 
capabilities and higher-level assisted driving 

functions, but also helps
.



Luminar LiDAR can 
accurately sense where 

objects are in 3D, 
compared to cameras 

that ‘guess’ from 2D data

Luminar can also see 
clearly at night, and 

inclement weather where 
cameras cannot



Up to 

Average insurance savings to consumer 
over 10 year vehicle lifetime

Up to 

Insurance savings per annum based on 
safety efficacy study by Swiss Re1

Average US annual vehicle insurance 
premium, including insurance loss

Average cost of insurance to consumer 
over 10 year vehicle lifetime

Based on Swiss Re risked-based testing of Luminar’s LiDAR & software driving system. Assumes 27% reduction in relative frequency of collisions for Luminar-equipped vehicles and 40% reduction in severity of 
collisions when occurring. Calculation = 27% + (73% X 40%) = 56% implied insurance savings of collisions for Luminar-equipped vehicles. $2,500 average insurance premium X 65% average insurance loss = 
$1,625. $1,625 X 56% = $910 implied annual insurance savings for Luminar-equipped vehicles.



Luminar is a in
today1, with plans to expand 

nationwide and internationally next year

Footnote:  112 states currently cover ~40% of US population



Note:  Illustrative example of in-development app



Regulatory versus  Regulatory



1. Consumer Demand for Safer Cars

2. Automaker Adoption Cycles of New Technologies

3. Regulatory Pressure & Mandates

4. Insurance Savings to be Captured
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Transceiver

LiDAR Systems

Semiconductors

Series Production

Platform Partners

OEM Partners

Consumers

Insurance

Software Stack 



VP of Product



translates the 3D data from Luminar 
LiDAR’s 3D point cloud into



Core Functions

Perception & Mapping Proactive Safety

Tools & Simulation





Luminar Geometric DetectionsLuminar AI/ML Detections Fused 









Director, AI and Machine Learning





Raw Point Cloud

Ground Truth 
Labeled Training 

Data

Data Engine Distributed Training

AI Acceleration and 
Inference

Drivable Space
Road Points
Lane Points

Bounding Boxes

Perception
Foundation Model



LiDAR Point Cloud

BEV Tokens

Object Query

Multi-Head 
Self-Attention

Multi-Head 
Cross-Attention

Feed Forward

Query Embedding

Object Detection

Semantic Segmentation

LiDAR Encoder

Class Query





Our Roadmap: Tools For 
Training with Synthetic Data
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A bustling urban street scene with trucks lined up and 
people bustling about, shaded by trees on a sunny day.

ChatGPT

On an urban street, a truck with dimensions of 7.1 m long, 2.8 
m wide, and 3.2m high is parked on the roadway at 
location [19.9m, 3.0m, -0.5m]. Its presence obstructs the flow of 
traffic. Meanwhile, pedestrians, located at [17.3m, 1.5m, 
1.2m], navigate around the trucks, bypassing traffic obstruction.

AI Agent



Dusk descends on the city as traffic lights glow green, 
guiding commuters home under a twilight sky.

ChatGPT

A pickup truck with dimensions [5.6m, 2.1m, 1.8m] at 
location [28.1m, -3.3m, -1.9m] is about to make a right turn.

AI Agent



Evening falls on a quiet suburban intersection, with a 
stop sign standing vigilant as a pedestrian crosses the 
street.

ChatGPT

The pedestrian at [19.4m, -2.9m, 1.5m] is preparing to walk across 
crosswalk. Please brake and stop.

AI Agent



A person tends to a black luxury SUV on a city street 
with vibrant curb markings under a clear blue sky.

ChatGPT

Warning: A child is emerging from an obscured area 80 m 
ahead. Collision anticipated in 2.5 s. The vehicle will stop to avoid 
an accident.

AI Agent



Urban crosswalk scene with active cyclists and 
pedestrians.

ChatGPT

Q: Is there any safety hazard around my vehicle?
A: Yes, there is a bicyclist bypassing from the left at 6 m ahead 
you. Another bicyclist is 17 m passing through. Pedestrians are 
walking around nearby. Please decelerate.

AI Agent



LiDAR Point Cloud Object Query

Multi-Head 
Self-Attention

Multi-Head 
Cross-Attention

Feed Forward

Query Embedding

Object Detection

Semantic Segmentation

LiDAR Encoder

Class Query
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Planning
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Alignment
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Co-Founder and CEO
Applied Intuition



Chairman of Luminar Semiconductor, Inc.



Internal semiconductor powerhouse
developing

to achieve 
at a fundamental level



Gen 4 laser chip(InP) New 5th gen receiver 
chip(InGaAs)

5th gen signal 
processing chip(Si)

Designed and developed by

Laser driver chip(Si)



Gen 4 laser chip(InP) Laser driver chip(Si) Integrated laser



New 5th gen receiver 
chip(InGaAs)

5th gen signal 
processing chip(Si)



Leveraging Luminar Semi Laser for Photonic GPU Interconnects

21

Luminar
Laser
Chip

Star 
coupler

Fiber

Photonic 
wire bond

Photonic 
wire bond

300 µm

[Victoria Rosborough, et al, “Compact Hybrid-Integrated Multi-Wavelength O-Band Laser Source using Photonic Wire Bonding” OFC 2024, paper #W2A.27.]

Luminar Semi 16-λ Light Source



Senior Director of Product





The classic automotive scale priorities

at all costs

where convenient

what’s left



Inverting the classic automotive scale priorities

for desirable function

balancing function & design

to optimize value



Luminar has spent a decade developing 
technology that delivers 

against 



Small but collision relevant obstacle assumed, tire (60cm x 20cm / 3% reflectivity)
United Nations Economic and Social Council ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2022/59/Rev.1
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Luminar conducted benchmark with production lidar sensors.









Model G-Series
Built for proof of concept

Reducing improving
preparing for 

Hydra
Built for test and development

Iris 
Built for series production





President & CEO, TPK





Simplified Elegant Architecture

Leveraging Luminar Semiconductor Breakthroughs

Step-Function Improvements: Performance, Integration, Cost

Automated Assembly & Integrated Supply Chain





















Designed and developed by









Iris is designed for hundreds of thousands























Certain statements included in this presentation that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements 
for purposes of the safe harbor provisions under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-
looking statements generally are accompanied by words such as “aims,” “believe,” “may,” “will,” “estimate,” 
“set,” “continue,” “towards,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “expect,” “should,” “would,” “forward,” and similar 
expressions that predict or indicate future events or trends or that are not statements of historical matters. 
These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding Volvo’s start of 
delivery of the EX90 to customers and its successful launch, achievement of performance of the next-
generation LiDAR currently in development, that software including in automaker vehicles will have similar 
performance at launch or in the future to Luminar’s software performance in testing for safety improvement 
and insurance reduction, that Luminar will be able to offer a registered insurance product in various markets 
and will be successful in attracting partners and customers, that Luminar will be offering and automakers will 
be interested in evaluating software development kits combined with hardware, and that new partnerships will 
result in cost reductions while improving industrialization and manufacturing. These statements are based on 
various assumptions, whether or not identified in this release, and on the current expectations of Luminar's 
management and are not guarantees of actual performance. Forward-looking statements are subject to a 
number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking 
statements, including the risks discussed in the “Risk Factors” and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of 
Financial Condition and Results of Operations” sections of Luminar’s most recently filed Form 10-K filed with 
the SEC. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance upon any forward-looking statements, which speak 
only as of the date made, and Luminar undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to 
reflect events or circumstances after the date of this release.
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